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The Word Made Flesh A History Of Christian Thought
The ESV Study Bible was created to help people understand the Bible in a deeper way. Combining the best and most recent
evangelical Christian scholarship with the highly regarded ESV text, it is the most comprehensive study Bible ever published. The
ESV Study Bible features more than 2,750 pages of extensive, accessible Bible resources, including completely new notes, fullcolor maps, illustrations, charts, timelines, and articles created by an outstanding team of 93 evangelical Christian scholars and
teachers. In addition to the 757,000 words of the ESV Bible itself, the notes and resources of the ESV Study Bible comprise an
additional 1.1 million words of insightful explanation and teaching-equivalent to a 20-volume Bible resource library all contained in
one volume. (Please note this edition does not come with free access to the Online ESV Study Bible resources.)
This updated classic contains 364 daily devotionals revolving around "And the Word became flesh" (John 1:14) and its meaning for
a transformed life. From his wide experience with world religions and contact with believers across the globe, E. Stanley Jones
explains the difference between Christianity (in which God reaches toward humanity through Jesus Christ) and other faiths (in
which humanity reaches toward God in various ways). Includes: Daily scripture reading, commentary, a prayer and affirmation for
each day. Discussion guide for 52 weeks with several questions for reflection and conversation Scripture index Topical index E.
Stanley Jones (1884-1973) was perhaps the most widely known and admired Christian evangelist of his time. He spent a lifetime in
missionary work in India, Japan, and other countries, and touched many more lives through his writings. Praise for the original
volume: "...goes to the heart of the matter, for it deals with that which makes the Christian religion unique and enduring among all
religions: God becoming man, a religion rooted and grounded in human history." --Kirkus "Characteristically always spiritually
motivated and down to the very hear of life itself." --Christian Herald
Revelations is a result of years of disciplined study of Gods Word, a result of intimacy with Jesus, a result of intimate time in the
Word from God, the Word in Carol and her in the Word. This devotion is a culmination of years of growth from private time spent
daily in Gods presence allowing Jesus, the Word made flesh, to rule over the evil nature within, thus allowing the Word of God to
be King and Lord. His work began in 1989 as Carol poured her heart out, quietly journaling and giving expression to her feelings,
while being alone with the Word. With pen in hand and blank paper waiting, she gained revelation about evils fleshly nature within,
the principalities, powers, and rulers without, and about Jesus, the Word, Who is the Revealer of all Truth. From the feelings in her
heart, to the thoughts in her mind, to where the pen met the paper, she gained discernment. By expressing her heart in light of the
Word of Truth, with the Word of Truth filtering her thoughts and prayers, she discerned her way, aligned her heart and mind with
Truth, lived life according to the Truth, and then learned how to pray a right prayer according to the Truth.
In this collection of his teachings on meditation as a daily practice, John Main opens up deeper insights into the wonder of the
ordinary -- the true meaning of contemplation -- and the exploration of the depths of one's being. Word Made Flesh is an excellent
introduction to meditation for the beginner as well as a source of inspiration for those who are already practicing it.
The Gospel According to John
John: The Word Made Flesh
From Nothing
Nineteenth-century Deaf Education and the Growth of Deaf Culture
A Christ-Centered Study on the Book of John
The Word Becoming Flesh

Dr. Ralph Larson has completed forty years of service to the Seventh-day Adventist church, as pastor, evangelist, departmental secretary,
and college and Seminary teacher. His last assignment before retiring was chairman of the Church and Ministry Department of the
Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary Far East. His graduate degrees were earned at Andrews University in Berrien Springs,
Michigan, and Andover-Newton Theological Seminary in Boston, Massachusetts. He now lives in Cherry Valley, California, and is
engaged in research and writing.
Calling attention to the visual materiality of the text, this book attempts to halt linear reading, trapping the eye in a field of letters which
make a complex object on the page. The writing refers continually to the visceral character of language, literalizing metaphors of tongue,
breath, and flesh. The work both embodies and discusses language as a physical form, one whose properties cannot be ignored by arriving
at a disembodied content. The format of this work invokes a reference to the carmina figurata of the Renaissance -- works in which a
sacred image was picked out in red letters against a field of black type so that a holy figure could be seen and meditated on in the process
of reading. The technique is reversed here, with the red field of small type serving as a background in which large, black letters are
arranged like figures on the red ground. This is a facsimile reprint of an original letterpress edition issued in 1989.
This systematic theology begins from the treatise De Deo Uno and develops the dogma of the Trinity as an expression of divine unicity, on
which will depend creation, Christology, and ecclesiology. The Invisible God must be seen and known in the visible. In this way, God and
God's relation to creation are distinguishedbut not separatedfrom Christology, the doctrine of perfections from redemption. In the end,
the transcendent beauty who is God can be known only in worship and praise.
"Collectively, the entries here are not a manifesto nor a theory. This is neither an academic treatise nor a textbook. What destruction is
sought is a destruction of received consciousness, not a bomb thrown into a building or a classroom. They describe a theatre that does not
exist, that may never exist except as an imaginative possibility in the mind of the dreamer." (From the "Preface for the author") --- "George
Hunka's skills and experience as a dramatist and director are manifested, refracted, in Word Made Flesh, one of the most memorable,
haunting and artful performances over which he has presided. ... Here we encounter Hunka's notated performance of the evolution of
himself, man and artist, through proposition, interrogation, digression, impatience, righteous anger and a sensual delectation in thought
and language. His focus is a theatre which does not seek to reproduce or represent life; but to re-present life, and the possibilities of the
self in the world." (From the Afterword by David Ian Rabey, University of Wales, Aberystwyth)
The Gospel of Light and Life
Holy Bible
Word Made Flesh Made Word: The Power of the Word III
Authorized King James Version
An Overview of the Catholic Faith
The Word Made Flesh. A Sermon, Etc
The study of God, His nature, and His Word are all essential to the Christian faith. Now those interested in
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Christian theology have a newly revised and updated reference tool in the 25th Anniversary Edition of The Moody
Handbook of Theology. In this classic and timeless one-volume resource, Paul Enns offers a comprehensive
overview of the five dimensions of theology: biblical, systematic, historical, dogmatic, and contemporary. Each
section includes an introduction, chapters on key points, specific studies pertinent to that theology, books for
further study, and summary evaluations of each dimension. Charts, graphs, glossary, and indexes add depth and
breadth. Theology, once the domain of academicians and learned pastors, is now accessible to anyone interested
in understanding the essentials of what Christians believe. The Moody Handbook of Theology is a concise
doctrinal reference tool for newcomers and seasoned veterans alike.
A groundbreaking collection of contemporary essays from leading international scholars that provides a balanced
and expert account of the resurgent debate about substance dualism and its physicalist alternatives. Substance
dualism has for some time been dismissed as an archaic and defeated position in philosophy of mind, but in
recent years, the topic has experienced a resurgence of scholarly interest and has been restored to contemporary
prominence by a growing minority of philosophers prepared to interrogate the core principles upon which past
objections and misunderstandings rest. As the first book of its kind to bring together a collection of
contemporary writing from top proponents and critics in a pro-contra format, The Blackwell Companion to
Substance Dualism captures this ongoing dialogue and sets the stage for rigorous and lively discourse around
dualist and physicalist accounts of human persons in philosophy. Chapters explore emergent, Thomistic,
Cartesian, and other forms of substance dualism—broadly conceived—in dialogue with leading varieties of
physicalism, including animalism, non-reductive physicalism, and constitution theory. Loose, Menuge, and
Moreland pair essays from dualist advocates with astute criticism from physicalist opponents and vice versa,
highlighting points of contrast for readers in thematic sections while showcasing today’s leading minds engaged
in direct debate. Taken together, essays provide nuanced paths of introduction for students, and capture the
imagination of professional philosophers looking to expand their understanding of the subject. Skillfully curated
and in touch with contemporary science as well as analytic theology, The Blackwell Companion to Substance
Dualism strikes a measured balanced between advocacy and criticism, and is a first-rate resource for researchers,
scholars, and students of philosophy, theology, and neuroscience.
The Gospel of John is the most deeply spiritual of the four gospels. This writing is filled with rich images and
profound truths, but John notes that his aim in writing the gospel is that readers will not only believe in Jesus
Christ, but that they “may have life in his name.” Adults, youth, and children alike can experience a season of
spiritual growth and life-changing renewal in Adam Hamilton’s six-week, DVD-series, John: The Gospel of Light
and Life. You’ll follow the life, ministry, death, and resurrection of Jesus through the Gospel of John and
understand the context of some of the best-known verses in the New Testament. Everything you need to lead
small groups of all ages is available for this special study including the entire Gospel of John in the CEB
translation printed in the book.
This outstanding textbook offers an original history of Christian thought, asking what it has meant over the
centuries to participate in the religion of the Word made flesh. Traces Christian ideas, conversations, experiences
and practices from the first century through to the dawn of modernity at the end of the eighteenth century.
Presents an inclusive history, considering the critical roles of women and religious ‘others’– dissenting
Christians, Jews and Muslims – in shaping Christian thought. Sets Christian ideas in the context of conversations,
controversies and concrete circumstances. Demonstrates the importance of liturgical and devotional exercises to
the practice of Christianity. Treats words, images, music and architecture all as primary evidence of Christian
traditions. Is accompanied by a CD Rom containing hundreds of visuals to support the theories and examples
discussed throughout the volume.
God-man
The Word Made Flesh
Revelations
The Language of Jesus in His Stories and Prayers
Word Made Flesh
Revise Your Role, Release Your People, and Capture Overlooked Opportunities for Your Church

Over recent decades, Spirit Christology has utilized a pneumatological perspective to gain significant insight into the person and life
of Christ. The Anointed Church extends this work, providing the first constructive and systematic ecclesiology developed through the
approach of a Third Article Theology. Arguing that the Spirit’s immanent identity is reprised on a series of expanding stages
(Christologically, soteriologically, and, most pertinently here, ecclesiologically), Liston concludes the Church can be characterized
as existing in any and all relationships where, by the Spirit, the love of Christ, is offered and returned.
A reasonably priced, quality black hardcover pew and ministry Bible featuring a large 12-point font.
Jesus Christ: In Whom the Deity and the fullness of God is revealed in Person, Body, and Essence. The Word became Flesh and
dwelt among men. The vibrant, glowing descriptions of Jesus' Deity, life, and ministry among the human race have endeared this
gospel to hearts of Christians for centuries. Indeed, it is the gospel that is generally recommended as the new convert's first
assignment. Within its pages are unparalleled revelations of an eternal God Who entered human history in the person of Jesus Christ
to reconcile the world of lost humanity to fellowship with him. Nowhere else in the New Testament is the Good News made so simple
and clear.
Extracted from A. B. Simpson's Christ in the Bible Commentary this exposition on the book of John traces the unfolding of the person
and glory of Jesus as the Messiah and the Son of God. The emphasis on knowing and believing in Jesus shines throughout this classic
study-- a superb sample of Simpson's biblical insight.
Philosophy, Eros and Contemporary Tragic Drama
The Blackwell Companion to Substance Dualism
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ESV Study Bible
Explorations in Theology, Vol. 1
The Story of YAHSHUA THE MESSIAH (person the World Calls Jesus Christ) THE LIVING Savior WORD of Yah ...made (Adamic,
Earth!) Flesh
John
This engaging and scholarly book offers refreshingly original insights into the contemporary relevance of the
Christian doctrine of original sin – one that has inspired fierce debate for the last two millennia. Challenges
the many prevailing opinions about the Christian doctrine of original sin, arguing that it is not only
theological defensible, but stimulating and productive for a life of faith Shows how it is possible to affirm the
universality of sin without losing sight of the distinct ways in which individuals both participate in and suffer
the consequences of sinful behavior Balances historic and contemporary criticism with original theological
arguments; combining the substance of a traditional Augustinian doctrine of sin with the pastoral and social
concerns of contemporary contextual theologies Provides a depth and range of engagement with
contemporary criticism of traditional doctrine that is lacking in other recent treatments of the topic
This book studies the history, organization, interpreters, and critics of the Old Testament. The author
separates theory and speculation from fact and truth regarding the origin, authorship, canonicity, and
theology of the Bible. The book examines all 39 books in context and draws out the 'deep, organic unity'
between the testaments and their center in God's revelation in Christ.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on
English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James
Bible in a series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and
personal engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a
stunning work of literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
During the early nineteenth century, schools for the deaf appeared in the United States for the first time.
These schools were committed to the use of the sign language to educate deaf students. Manual education
made the growth of the deaf community possible, for it gathered deaf people together in sizable numbers for
the first time in American history. It also fueled the emergence of Deaf culture, as the schools became agents
of cultural transformations.Just as the Deaf community began to be recognized as a minority culture, in the
1850s, a powerful movement arose to undo it, namely oral education. Advocates of oral education, deeply
influenced by the writings of public school pioneer Horace Mann, argued that deaf students should stop
signing and should start speaking in the hope that the Deaf community would be abandoned, and its
language and culture would vanish. In this revisionist history, Words Made Flesh explores the educational
battles of the nineteenth century from both hearing and deaf points of view. It places the growth of the Deaf
community at the heart of the story of deaf education and explains how the unexpected emergence of
Deafness provoked the pedagogical battles that dominated the field of deaf education in the nineteenth
century, and still reverberate today.
The Doctrine of God, Volume 1
Word Made Flesh - Course
God, Sexuality, and the Self
Foreshadowed, Fulfilled, Forever
One Hundred Years of Seventh-day Adventist Christology 1852-1952
In Adam's Fall
The first of four volumes of von Balthasar's many essays and conferences. Each focuses on a specific aspect of theology or spirituality and presents it with all
the richness which comes from his immense erudition, but in a style that is directed and intelligible since few of these essays were intended for scholarly
audiences. These volumes present a rare opportunity to experience Balthasar's synthetic and comprehensive treatment of major themes in theology without
having to make one's way through much more extensive works which cover a much wider scope. These volumes will provide an excellent introduction to the
thought of von Balthasar for those unfamiliar with him, and their chapters will focus on specific themes treated throughout his works for those who are
familiar with him. An excellent overview of the writings and thought of one of the outstanding theologians of this century.
God, Sexuality and the Self is a new venture in systematic theology. Sarah Coakley invites the reader to re-conceive the relation of sexual desire and the
desire for God and - through the lens of prayer practice - to chart the intrinsic connection of this relation to a theology of the Trinity. The goal is to integrate
the demanding ascetical undertaking of prayer with the recovery of lost and neglected materials from the tradition and thus to reanimate doctrinal reflection
both imaginatively and spiritually. What emerges is a vision of human longing for the triune God which is both edgy and compelling: Coakley's théologie
totale questions standard shibboleths on 'sexuality' and 'gender' and thereby suggests a way beyond current destructive impasses in the churches. The book is
clearly and accessibly written and will be of great interest to all scholars and students of theology.
The title of this book, taken from John 1:14, is normally taken to refer to the notion of 'incarnation', which understands 'the word' as a pre-existent Son of
God and 'becoming flesh' as the transformation of this 'word' from a heavenly, divine existence to the life of a human being. Against this conventional
interpretation the author argues that John's use of the term 'word' really does refer to an act of speaking, God's expression of His will, and that 'becoming
flesh' describes the realisation or embodiment of His intentions, from creation onward, in a form perceptible to human senses, not only in the 'flesh' of Jesus
but also in historical reality in the world of men. This has implications for other aspects of John's Gospel, including its historicity, its literary form, and its
relationship to the Old Testament, and leads to very different conclusions about the central issue in John's Gospel, the person of Jesus and his relationship to
God the Father and to those who believe in him.
Some churches grow rapidly, only to hit a ceiling. Other churches have experienced declining or static attendance--many of them for decades. Frustrated
pastors and church leaders want growth methods that work, but without adding to pastoral fatigue. How to Break Growth Barriers argues that growth comes
when effective leadership and lay-empowerment skills work hand in hand. This requires a shift of focus from the shepherd as the primary caregiver to
shepherd as developer and coach of many caregivers. The authors show pastors how to communicate a vision for the future and then how to lead the
congregation into the paradigms necessary for potentially limitless growth. The strategies found in this book are not only tried and true, and taken from a
biblical perspective of a "harvest" vision. They're also newly updated to reflect our changing culture, including helpful charts and checklists for selfevaluation.
Scripture, Psychology and Human Communication
A Theology of Creation
A Theology of the Incarnation
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A Contemporary Incarnational Christology
Systematic Theology
God-Man

John 1:14 ... and the Word was made flesh ... In every religion and philosophy, word remains word - religion remains a theory and
philosophy remains a guess. But in Jesus Christ, the Word is made flesh, reality is revealed - God's thought is concluded in human
life. The ultimate destiny of the Word, was never a book or an institution, but the image and likeness of God displayed in human life!
Both the content and the method in which the course is presented is aimed at this purpose: to inspire and ignite an understanding that
will find expressing through our lives - the Word made flesh. This 25 week (6 month) course will explore the mystery that was
hidden for ages and generation, but has now been revealed ... Christ in us, all we could ever have hoped for. See ginomai.org for
more information.
This book explores the much debated relation of language and bodily experience (i.e. the 'flesh'), considering in particular how poetry
functions as revelatory discourse and thus relates to the formal horizon of theological inquiry. The central thematic focus is around a
'phenomenology of the flesh' as that which connects us with the world, being the site of perception and feeling, joy and suffering, and
of life itself in all its vulnerability. The voices represented in this collection reflect interdisciplinary methods of interpretation and
broadly ecumenical sensibilities, focusing attention on such matters as the revelatory nature of language in general and poetic
language in particular, the function of poetry in society, the question of Incarnation and its relation to language and the poetic arts, the
kenosis of the Word, and human embodiment in relation to the word 'enfleshed' in poetry.
Drawing from the first 3 chapters of John's Gospel, this study shows group members that Jesus became like us so that we could
become like Him. Features Videos featuring author Matt Chandler 12 small-group sessions with personal study between sessions
Session video previews featuring author Matt Chandler Personal study opportunities for ongoing spiritual growth Promotional video
Social media assets for the group leader Benefits Learn the nature of Christ and how true life is found in His Name. Depend upon
God to help us believe in the name of Jesus and become His children. Believe in the finished work of Jesus and experience a well of
abundant grace that never runs dry. Know who we are and who we are not because we know who Jesus is. Declare Jesus is the Lamb
of God that will defeat all sin. Follow Jesus the way his first disciples did. Remember the old has passed away and the new has come.
See Jesus as a prophet who confronts us, a priest who cleanses us, and a king who constructs the temple of true worship. Examine our
relationships with Jesus and ensure that we know Him personally rather than simply knowing information about Him. Turn away
from sin and toward Christ. Pursue gospel-centered multiplication.
THE WORD MADE FLESH is Eugene Peterson at his best: writing about words and the way we are called to use them. Continuing
Peterson's evaluation of contemporary Christian Spirituality, THE WORD MADE FLESH is an extended meditation on language and
the way it should be used in Christian community. As with the first three books in the series, THE WORD MADE FLESH is written
for both lay and academic audiences. Challenging but deeply rewarding, it combines scholarship with the human experience and
lightness of touch for which Peterson is known. Also available in the Spiritual Theology series: Christ Plays in Ten Thousand Places,
Eat This Book, The Jesus Way and Practise Resurrection.
A Companion to the Sunday Readings (Cycle B)
A History of Christian Thought
The Anointed Church
A Meditation on the Christian Doctrine of Original Sin
Toward a Third Article Ecclesiology
Many say “Jesus is the Reason for the Season,” to which I offer this thought: No! God had his plan to
send his son “in the fullness of time” because we are the reason for the season! It is because of us in
any season of life that he came to live and dwell among us and offer himself and give hope to a dying
world. If the reader doesn’t believe in “that stuff,” but you are curious to learn, good! Start by
reading God’s word with all the strange-sounding names and pick up on the thread of destiny that belongs
to all of us, from birth to death to new life.
The Word Made FleshA Theology of the IncarnationWestminster John Knox Press
One of the most influential and fastest-growing movements in the Church today is centered on St. John
Paul II’s Theology of the Body, of whose teachings Christopher West is the preeminent translator for a
popular audience. In Word Made Flesh: A Companion to the Sunday Readings (Cycle B), West offers
reflections on an entire cycle of Sunday Mass readings through the lens of TOB, providing a fresh way to
process and act on the Good News by orienting our desires for union with God with our understanding of
ourselves and our relationships with others. Wearing John Paul II’s “spousal lenses,” Christopher West,
president of the Theology of the Body Institute, takes us on a tour of the Sunday readings throughout
the liturgical year and opens their hidden meaning, allowing God’s word to take flesh in our own lives.
Word Made Flesh can be used as a weekly devotional, as preparation for Sunday Mass, or to aid priests or
deacons in preparing their homilies. West provides an overview of the TOB’s main teachings and an
explanation of how they brilliantly illuminate the whole story of salvation from Genesis to Revelation.
He offers distinctive reflections each week that naturally and deeply connect with the human experience
of living with body and soul in the world while also contemplating the nature of the glorified body in
the eternal kingdom to come.
The author shows that "the ability to listen, to name one's feelings, to face conflict, to accept
oneself, and speak clearly and honestly, are as closely related to witnessing the gospel as they are to
expressing good mental health."
The Word Became Flesh
Revelations from Jesus Christ, the Word Made Flesh.
An Essay 'On the Trinity'
Words Made Flesh
The Word Was Made Flesh
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And the Word Became Flesh
A summary of the essentials of Catholic Christian faith for those without any sophisticated background in theology. Ideal for use in adult education
classes as well as high school classes.
Dr. George W. Carey was an American physician famous for his mineral-based theory of disease, and his oft-quoted statement that the human body is a
"chemical formula in operation." Carey's deep interest in esoteric subjects, combined with this medical expertise, convinced him that characters and
events in the bible were in reality coded 'personifications' of the occult physiological processes leading to Enlightenment. This secret teaching, he
believed, was suppressed at the council of Nicea in AD 325, and has remained secret ever since. In this complete and unabridged edition of 'God-Man,
the word made flesh' Carey leads the reader through this code, revealing a cornucopia of astounding new ideas and interpretations, which nevertheless
hold together within a logically consistent framework - a new, biochemical understanding of the Path of Illumination. Essential reading for all those
interested in Shekinah, Kundalini, and occult studies in general.
Too often the doctrine of creation has been made to serve limited or pointless ends, like the well-worn arguments between science and faith over the
question of human and cosmic origins. Given this history, some might be tempted to ignore the theology of creation, thinking it has nothing new or
substantive to say. They would be wrong. In this stimulating volume, Ian A. McFarland shows that at the heart of the doctrine of creation lies an
essential truth about humanity: we are completely dependent on God. Apart from this realization, little else about us makes sense. McFarland
demonstrates that this radical dependence is a consequence of the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo, creation from nothing. Taking up the theological
consequences of creation--theodicy and Providence--the author provides a detailed and innovative constructive theology of creation. Drawing on the
biblical text, classical sources, and contemporary thought, From Nothing proves that a robust theology of creation is a necessary correlate to the
Christian confession of redemption in Jesus Christ.
WORD MADE FLESH The story of YAHSHUA THE MESSIAH (person the world calls Jesus Christ) THE LIVING Savior WORD of YAH ...made
(Adamic, Earth!) Flesh is the Bonus Book of the ALLMIGHTY BIBLE ADVENTURES OF HISSTORY. This book covers the books of the Gospel:
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.
The Moody Handbook of Theology
Poetic Revelations
John 1 - 3 - Bible Study Book
How to Break Growth Barriers

Most theologians believe that in the human life of Jesus of Nazareth, we encounter God. Yet how the divine and
human come together in the life of Jesus still remains a question needing exploring. The Council of Chalcedon
sought to answer the question by speaking of one and the same Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, the same perfect in
divinity and also perfect in humanity, the same truly God and truly a human being. But ever since Chalcedon, the
theological conversation on Christology has implicitly put Christs divinity and humanity in competition. While
ancient (and not-so-ancient) Christologies from above focus on Christs divinity at the expense of his humanity,
modern Christologies from below subsume his divinity into his humanity. What is needed, says Ian A. McFarland,
is a Chalcedonianism without reserve, which not only affirms the humanity and divinity of Christ but also treats
them as equal in theological significance. To do so, he draws on the ancient christological language that points
to Christs nature, on the one hand, and his hypostasis, or personhood, on the other. And with this, McFarland
begins one of the most creative and groundbreaking theological explorations into the mystery of the incarnation
undertaken in recent memory.
A respected author offers this detailed, well-documented exploration of the person of Christ that is accessible
for laypersons and stimulating for academics. Top-notch reading.
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